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Library Services 

Limiting a CINAHL Search to Retrieve Evidence Based Articles 

Following these steps will help with limiting your search to retrieve evidence based articles 
when searching EBSCO CINAHL.   Please contact the library services for additional assistance. 

 

Step 1:  After accessing CINAHL, enter search terms and click Search.   
 

Step 2:  After retrieving search results, click Edit.  This will open the Search Limits menu. 
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Library Services 

If needed, a definition for each publication type is provided on the handout: 
Evidence Based Limits for CINAHL Publication Types 

Step 3: Once the Search Limits menu has opened, scroll down to the section, Publication Type. 
NOTE: This section may show in the right column depending on monitor settings. 
 

Set limits by selecting evidence based publication types including: 
(Hold down the Ctrl key as you click to select multiple publication types.) 

 Case Study 

 Clinical Trial 

 Meta-Analysis 

 Practice Guidelines 

 Randomized Controlled Trial 

 Research 

 Review 

 Standards 

 Systematic Review 
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DO NOT USE the Evidence Based Practice 
CHECKBOX TO LIMIT A SEARCH!! 

X 

https://media.coxhealth.com/documents/CINAHLpublicationtypeEBLimits.pdf
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Library Services 

If you need to limit your search to retrieve “nursing” articles:  

 While the Search Limits menu is still open, locate the Journal Subset section.   

 Scroll through the Journal Subset options and select Nursing (do not select Core Nursing).  
You will still need to review the author’s credentials and/or confirm each article was published in a nursing journal!! 
 

 After making selections, Click SAVE as demonstrated in Step 4.   

Why limit to articles from 
Nursing Journals? 

 
Most articles published in nursing 
journals are written by nurses.  

 
Limiting to “Nursing Journals” 
retrieves more results than 

using the checkboxes 
 

First Author is a Nurse  
or 

Any Author is a Nurse.  
 

This is due to how articles 
are indexed. 

 

DO NOT USE checkboxes 
First Author is a Nurse 

or Any Author is a Nurse!! 

X 
X 
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Library Services 

Step 4:  After setting limits, click Save. 
 
Step 5.  You will return to the main search page. 
 Click View Results. 
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Publication types will show 
in the record for the article. 
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Step 6:  Click on the title of the article to review the complete record for this article.  
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Library Services 

Step 7:  Review the Publication type field in the complete record.  The example shows this is a Research article.   
 

 Based on the definitions provided for Step #3, Research is an evidence based publication type and this article is most 
likely evidence based. 
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